
 

Name: Katy Reeves 
 

Unit/Topic:  UNIT 5- LESSON 13 
How Things Move 

Week of: December 3-7 
 

Lesson Plans Kindergarten Science 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

TEKS/ 
Standards 

K.2B, K.2D, K.6D K.2B, K.2D, K.6D K.2B, K.2D, K.6D K.2B, K.2D, K.6D K.2B, K.2D, K.6D 

Objective(s) We will 
identify/explore and 
discuss motion in the 
sense of describing the 
way things move 
through class 
discussion, visual aids, 
hands on activities; 

We will 
identify/explore and 
discuss motion in the 
sense of describing the 
way things move 
through class 
discussion, visual aids, 
hands on activities; 

We will identify/explore 
and discuss motion in 
the sense of describing 
the way things move 
through class discussion, 
visual aids, hands on 
activities; 

We will 
identify/explore and 
discuss motion in the 
sense of describing 
the way things move 
through class 
discussion, visual 
aids, hands on 
activities; 

We will 
identify/explore and 
discuss motion in the 
sense of describing 
the way things move 
through class 
discussion, visual 
aids, hands on 
activities; 

Bellwork write weekly 
vocabulary words 

write weekly 
vocabulary words 

write weekly vocabulary 
words 

write weekly 
vocabulary words 

write weekly 
vocabulary words 

Learning  
Activities 

Identify, define and 
describe how and 
why things move; 

why various ways of 
movement  is useful 

and why the 
movement of things 

is important 

Identify, define and 
describe how and 
why things move; 
why various ways 
of movement  is 

useful and why the 
movement of things 

is important 

Identify, define and 
describe how and 
why things move; 

why various ways of 
movement  is useful 

and why the 
movement of things 

is important 

Identify, define and 
describe how and 
why things move; 
why various ways 
of movement  is 

useful and why the 
movement of 

things is important 

Identify, define and 
describe how and 
why things move; 
why various ways 
of movement  is 

useful and why the 
movement of 

things is important 

Key  
Vocabulary 

Zig zag, straight, 
round and round, up 
and down, back and 

forth 

Zig zag, straight, 
round and round, 

up and down, back 
and forth 

Zig zag, straight, 
round and round, up 
and down, back and 

forth 

Zig zag, straight, 
round and round, 

up and down, back 
and forth 

Zig zag, straight, 
round and round, 

up and down, back 
and forth 



Guided/ 
Independent 
Practice 

Science Fusion pg 55 Science Fusion pg 56 Science Fusion pg 57 Science Fusion pg 
58-59 

Science Fusion 
Assessment Guide 
pg. 39 

Closure/Home
work 

Review, recap key 
terms and point 

objectives of lesson 

Review, recap key 
terms and point 

objectives of lesson 

Review, recap key 
terms and point 

objectives of lesson 

Review, recap key 
terms and point 

objectives of 
lesson 

Review, recap key 
terms and point 

objectives of 
lesson 

Assessment
- 
Formative 
Summative 
Exit Ticket 

Worksheet 
Movement #1 

Worksheet 
Movement #2 

Worksheet 
Movement #3 

Worksheet 
Movement #4 

Worksheet 
Movement #5 

 
 
Key Questions During Lesson 

 

 
What is the fastest way to travel from one place to another? 
Why is speed important in movement? 
Name 4 different ways things can move. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 


